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Integration of Document Representation,
Processing and Management

ANDREAS DENGEL & NELSON M. MATTOS1

Authors´ abstract

This paper describes a way for document representation and proposes an
approach towards an integrated document processing and management
system. The approach has the in-tention to capture essentially freely
structured documents, like those typi-cally used in the office domain. The
document analysis system ANASTASIL is capable to reveal the structure of
complex paper documents, as well as logical objects within it, like
receiver, footnote, date. Moreover, it fa-cilitates the handling of the
containing information. Analyzed documents are stored in the
management system KRISYS that is connected to several different
subsequent services. The described integrated system can be considered
as an ideal extension of the human clerk, making his tasks in information
processing easier. The symbolic representation of the analysis results
allow an easy transformation in a given international standard, e.g.,
ODA/ODIF or SGML, and to interchange it via global network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

All activities in an organisation require or produce information. Therefore, a

document is not only the main information carrier but also the central aid for

the integration of office functions /1/. The office of the future will be charac-

terized by new fundamental tendencies which lie not only in a more compre -

hensive possibility for information interchange but also in an altered processing

of the information /3/. As a part of communication, documents play the central

role in todays office domain. A document can be described as a structured

amount of text that can be interchanged between an originator and a receiver

/2/. A given document is characterized by its contents and its internal organi-

zation, where the organization is defined by a logical and a layout structure. The

elements of the logical structure of a document are constituents like receiver,

sender, author or signature. Layout objects are titles, text blocks, words or

single characters.

In today´s office, software tools on personal workstations facilitate the

generation, modification and handling of electronic documents. An unavoidable

consequence thereof is an increasing amount of information. Despite the

advances in electronic aids, paper consumption increases 10-15% every year

/4/. The handling of electronic Inhouse-documents, on one hand, is normaly

less problematic, becuase they are available in a coded version within memory.

Incoming paper documents, on the other, contain an amount of structured infor-

mation in text form, which can not be evaluated and processed automatically

without problems. For that reason, an effective support of the human in

information handling is necessary and moreover software interfaces for the

extraction of information within paper documents have to be provided.

This continuing dependence on paper documents as an important information

medium and the simultaneous thrust in the direction of electronic media

require the development of systems, which allow information (structural,

content-based) to be exchanged between paper and electronic carrier media. As

a result, it will become possible to manage both electronic and paper documents

by using a common electronic archive. The framework of a document processing

and management system, which we are developing has the following charac-

teristics:

• Reception of printed information. Using pattern recognition procedures, as

well as image processing methods, it is possible to automatically transform

printed information into a symbolic representation without any loss of infor-

mation.

• Document evaluation. Applying AI techniques, a document interpretation pro-

cedure is initiated. It attempts to identify several layout objects of a docu -

ment at hand by their logical meaning, thus creating a conceptual structure.

Moreover, it provides a restricted context for further content-based analysis

/5/. Consequently, a OCR-system is used for partial recognition of textual

information within the logical objects. The resulting ASCII-Code is employed
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to initiate a full text search with keywords in connection with morphological

analysis. As a result of the reception and evaluation phases, we obtain diffe-

rent perceptions of a document, namely a layout, a conceptual, and a seman-

tic view.

• Document management. To support the processes of reception and evalua-

tion and their corresponding hybrid document representations in an appro-

priate manner, knowledge representation concepts will be applied. Further-

on, a persistent and efficient document management is a prerequisite to the

integration of subsequent services, e.g., document archiving and retrieval,

document manipulation (i.e., DTP), and mailing.

2 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

In order to accomplish these objectives, the architecture of our experimental

document processing and management system is based on the integration of

document processing and management (reflected in Fig.1). It is composed of

the ideas and concepts of  two systems:

Structural &
Conceptual

Analysis

Semantic
Analysis

DTP
Response
Generator

Archive
Browser

Text
Recognition

USER  INTERFACE

Services

Knowledge Base Management System
        

Document Analysis System

KRISYS

Document

Knowledge Base

.......

Figure 1: An Integrated Document Management System
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• knowledge base management system (KBMS) /6/ responsible for effective

document management and service integration, as well as on a

• document analysis system /7/ capable of document reception and evaluation.

Due to the KBMS´ flexibility in document representation, this layered architec-

ture allows for easy extensibility of further services (e.g., archive browser,

response generator) under a user-friendly interface.

The classification system ANASTASIL /7/ being developed at the University of

Stuttgart and the German Research Center for AI uses a hybrid knowledge base

to support structural and conceptual analysis of paper documents. The goal of

the analysis is to provide a multitude of information possibilities. Firstly, the

layout of the whole document and its parts is completely described in a treelike

structure that offers easy modification and efficient access down to the smallest

layout objects /8/. Secondly, logical labels (e.g., the sender the footnote or the

date of a letter) are assigned to all layout objects recognized. In addition, an

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) procedure is applied for analyzing each

layout object and finally assigning every basic textual layout object (characters)

specific ASCII codes. Moreover, text recognition can be supported by appro-

priate views on a structured dictionary depending on the conceptual meaning

assigned to the layout object under consideration. The obtained word descrip-

tions are furthermore used as key words to access associated conceptual models.

The results of the analysis offer different views on documents with respect to

different abstraction levels. Figure 2 schemes the central information structures

encountered during document analysis. The bidirectional arrow represents

relations between the different structures.

letter

sender

name

zipcode

5

date

address

town

...

...

...

...8

Conceptual Structure

Document Classification

Document Topics

Semantic Structure

page

block

line

word

char

block

line

word

...

...

...

...char

Layout Structure

Figure 2: Central Information Structures encountered during Document

Analysis.

The task of the underlying document management component comprises effi-

cient and reliable management of the various information structures used or

generated by ANASTASIL, or other services. The compliance with these con-

straints is crucial to the overall system behavior and efficiency. Therefore, we
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rely on the KBMS KRISYS /1/ (see Fig. 1) developed at the University of Kaisers-

lautern. KRISYS offers a rich set of powerful and flexible constructs for object

modeling and manipulation /9/, as well as object management, e.g.:

• Structural object orientation (i.e., support for complex objects) is provided by

the abstraction concept of aggregation.

• Behavioral object orientation is yielded by integrating procedural informa-

tion, i.e., methods, into the object description.

• Sematic structuring of information is provided by means of an integrated view

of abstraction concepts (classification, generalization, association, and

aggregation), allowing the same object to act in different roles at the same

time /10/.

• Active system behavior is achieved by means of demons (allowing flexible

reaction on certain events) and rules (used to represent intentional informa-

tion being dynamically derived).

• Expressive query and manipulation language.

• Efficient knowledge base management and support of application program-

ming.

Based on these facilities, KRISYS provides for an accurate representation and

management of all information structures encountered during document pro -

cessing.

In this reearch report, we describe the architectural approach of our

integrated document processing and management system. We present the

fundamental ideas of document processing. In more depth, we concentrate on

the representation formalisms provided by KRISYS and used by ANASTASIL.

Especially, we discuss the main issues of this integration and present solutions,

which provides the basis for an efficient overall system behavior.

3 DOCUMENT PROCESSING

To automatically "read & understand" a document, classical approaches of pat-

tern recognition, concepts for a suitable knowledge representation and several

AI-techniques can be fruitfully combined. Many applications using knowledge-

based systems have been developed in the last years. In /29/ i.e., the use of

relational data bases coupled with a PROLOG expert system is illustrated. The

applications of production systems for document understanding have been pro-

posed /30, 31/. In /32/, for the analysis of business letters, ATN´s (Augmented

Transition Networks) in combination with fuzzy relationships are used. To

model syntactical knowledge about paper forms, the application of Petri-Nets

are proposed /33/ and finally the use of X-Y trees for the representation of

information about a document image has been introduced in /34/.

The task of document analysis requires the scanning of a given document and

the examination of the resulting binary image. The symbolic representation of a

document has to capture information about contents as well as about logical and

layout structure. The first step in the recognition process is scanning of the
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paper document as well as filtering and binarization of the internal document

image. Subsequently, a segmentation method is used to establish a layout repre-

sentation of the whole document and the different layout objects within it. Diffe-

rent techniques have been proposed and used, to varying degrees and success

/7/. An overview of the different techniques is given in /21/. The resulting

formal representation of the document page is the input for a highlevel control

structure, that classifies the different layout objects as logical objects, like the

subject and the date of a letter, or a specific company logo. IN this sense, we

have developed the document analysis system ANASTASIL, that is composed of

four basic parts:

• The input of the system consists of the digitized document image data. A

Document Preprocessing Modul takes clusters of black pixels, which have

been segmented as basic and composite layout-objects (characters, words,

lines, and textblocks) to obtain data about various printed blocks in the

document. The data are represented in a hierachical data structure. It includes

for all layout objects intrinsic properties, as well as spatial relationships

between them.

• The Knowledge Base contains the structural knowledge of the geometric tree

and a Statistical Database (SDB).

• The Control Structure (Inference Engine) tries to successively refine the

layout of a concrete document, using the knowledge from the two sources. It

uses different tools. The most important are: a consistency check, an agenda

and several evaluation functions.

• Additionally the system contains a Knowledge Acquisition Modul for collecting

new knowledge and automatically modify the different knowledge sources /7/.

Figure 3 shows the overall system and the interaction of the four parts

Document

Preprocessing

Modul

Knowledge

Base

Inference

Engine

Knowledge

Acquisition

Modul

Dataflow

Controlflow

User-Interface

Document
Preprocessing

Modul

Knowledge
Base

Inference
Engine

Knowledge
Acquisition

Modul

User-Interface

Dataflow
Controlflow
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Figure 3: Architecture of the system ANASTASIL.

In the following, we introduce the main steps in document analysis in more

detail thereby focusing on the data structure needed by ANASTASIL and pro-

vided by KRISYS.

3.1 DOCUMENT LAYOUT EXTRACTION

To automatically extract the layout structure of a given document, different

phases have to be passed through. They are mainly based on methods of pattern

recognition and are more or less supported by knowledge and AI techniques.

The phases contain the classification of textual and graphical information, its

segmentation in basic and composite layout objects, and their mapping into a

data structure, which represents the appropriate layout of the given document.

Layout objects which are text and graphics elements, e.g., characters, words,

text-lines, text blocks, bussines graphs, diagramms, company logos are hie-

rarchically nested. The different objects can be described by rectangular regions

of text or graphics information. Different results of the preprocessing have to be

stored with each object:

• Position and size of layout objects resulting from segmentation processes

/11/, /12/.

• ASCII codes provided by an optical character recognition procedure /13/.

This representation must also take into account different alternative recog-

nition results.

• Recognition results obtained by the analysis of graphical objects /14/, /15/.

3.2 REPRESENTATION OF DOCUMENT STRUCTURE

So far, we have described how documents are manipulated by ANASTASIL. But

how can the knowledge base management system KRISYS be employed to model

such documents?

KOBRA, the knowledge model of KRISYS, provides an object-centered

representation of the real world /10/. That is, every entity existing in the

application domain is expressed as an object of the KOBRA model, the so-called

schema, in which descriptive, operational, and organizational aspects of the real

world are integrated. In other words, a schema (not to be confused with a DB-

schema!) is the symbolic representation of a real world entity (roughly analogous

to frame or unit in other representation systems). It is always identifiable by a

unique schema name and is composed of a set of attributes. The attributes may

again be further described by aspects in order to characterize an object in more

detail. Attributes are of different kinds. A schema may possess declarative

attributes (slots) describing descriptive aspects of an object, procedural attri-

butes (methods) that describe operational aspects, and structural attributes (ab-

straction relationships) used for expressing organizational relationships of the

application domain.
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The object-centered approach supported by KRISYS fits well the purposes of

the representation of ODA (Office Document Architecture) /2/ developed or

under development of the CCITT, ISO, and ECMA /35, 36, 37/.

Layout objects are complex structures composed of other layout objects. For

example, a document page is composed of several text blocks, which, in turn,

contain several text lines. The latter ones are built of words that are composed

of characters. In this sense, a layout of a document can be represented by

aggregation hierarchy (c.f. Fig. 4a).

Layout Object

document
document

page
text block text line word character

p p p p p

s c
s c s c s c s c

s c

graphic
block

graphic
primitive

p
p

s c s c

sc-class/subclass-relationships

p-part/subpart-relationships

Figure 4a: Aggregation Hierarchy of Layout Objects.

Layout Object
has-subclasses (document, document page, ... , character) terminal ownslot

x-origin terminal instanceslot
possible-values (integer)
cardinality [ 1 1 ]

y-origin terminal instanceslot
possible-values (integer)
cardinality [ 1 1 ]

width terminal instanceslot
possible-values (integer)
cardinality [ 1 1 ]

height terminal instanceslot
possible-values (integer)
cardinality [ 1 1 ]

document page
subclass-of (layout-object) terminal ownslot

in-document nonterminal instanceslot
possible-values (instance-of (document))
cardinality [ 1 1 ]

has-text-block nonterminal instanceslot
possible-values (instance-of (text block))
cardinality [ 1 ∞ ]

has-graphic-block nonterminal instanceslot
possible-values (instance-of (graphic block))
cardinality [ 0 4 ]

Figure 4b: Representation as KOBRA Schemas.
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Therefore, all layout objects hold the same information, however, with partially

different semantics, i.e., all of them are complex objects built of distinct

components. This is represented by means of the KOBRA model as shown in

Figure 4b. The class Layout Object describes the aspects which every character,

word, text line, etc. has in common. That is:

x-origin, y-Origin position of left-upper corner of circumscribing rectangle

width, height size of circumscribing rectangle

The different semantics of their components are then specified in the corres-

ponding subclass by means of particular attributes and the aspects possible-values

and cardinality. Moreover, the instances of object class Character and Graphic-

Block have additional slot variables

ASCII ASCII code as resulting of the OCR-procedure (only 

Character)

chain-code1 internal representation of the original binary image /17/.

It is important to point out the different types of attributes supported by KOBRA:

• Ownattributes (i.e., ownslots and ownmethods), as subclass-of in Figure 4b,

are used to describe properties of the object itself, and as such may have

values.

• Instanceslots and instancemethods, on the other hand, describe properties

of the object´s instances, and have, therefore, no values (e.g., x-origin, y-

origin, width, and heigth).

• Ownslots and instanceslots are further classified in nonterminals or termi-

nals. Nonterminal slots indicate part-of properties (i.e., the components) of

objects since their values correspond to other objects of the knowledge

base (e.g., in-document, has-text-block, and has-graphic-block). Terminal

slots, on the other hand, describe either characteristics of the objects

themselves (terminal ownslots) or of their instances (terminal instance-

slots).

Therefore, the abstraction concept of aggregation (/10/, /19/) is represented in

KRISYS by means of user-defined attributes, allowing for the specification of

several kinds of relationships, each of with very fine semantics (observe, for

example, the distinct integrity constraint associated to has-text-block, has-

graphic-block, which can not be expressed by systems supporting aggregation by

means of one single part-of relationship).

1 A chain code  /16/ is a description for clusters of black pixels, dicribing the boundary
of image objects. It is defined by a eight direction code. In the actual application, it is
stored in form of a structure, containing  the inner and outer boundary codes  for
basic layout objects (characters, line segments, geometric primitives).
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3.3 REPRESENTATION OF DOCUMENTS

Documents are represented in the knowledge base as instantiations of the

structure previously described. During preprocessing of a document, its

different layout objects are extracted and represented as instances of corres-

ponding classes, as illustrated in Figure 5. By means of generalization (i.e., class/

subclass) and classification (i.e., class/instance) relationships, inheritance is

automatically applied by KRISYS, exactly defining the properties with associated

integrity constraints of every recognized layout object.

Since the extraction process is based on hierarchical analysis of the document

structure, it also provides the existing relationships between the several layout

objects which are expressed in the part-of attributes of each introduced

instance.

The KOBRA model provides several built-in reasoning facilities on specified

abstraction relationships between objects (/9/, 10/). Inheritance, as mentioned

above, is the reasoning as to the structure of an object apllied on generali-

zation/classification hierarchies.

Aggregation-relationships are the basis for reasoning with so-called implied

predicates (/10/, /20/). For example, the width and height of layout objects

must grow upwards. Therefore, the knowledge about the size of a text line may

be used by KRISYS either to infer minimum sizes for text blocks, pages, etc., or

to control whether specified widths and heigths of layout objects are in

accordance to each other.

Bernard Mitschang
University of Kaiserslautern
CS Dept.
Erwin-Schrödinger-Straße
D-6750 Kaiserslautern

West Germany

Layout Objects

document document
page

text block text line word character
p p p p p

i i i i i i

p p p p p

s c
s c s c s c s c

s c

sc-class/subclass-relationships

p-part/subpart-relationships

i-class/instance-relationships

Figure 5:  Representation of Document Layout.
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3.4 DOCUMENT LAYOUT CLASSIFICATION

The goal of the classification phase comprises the assignment of semantics to

parts of the layout structure such that essential logical objects of the document,

like the sender, the receiver, or the footnote are determined.

A starting point for this process comprises formal attributes. Therefore,

knowledge as to the possible layout and the composition of information in the

document is used. Existing knowledge about document classes, which has been

obtained by experience and from empirical tests, serves as a basis for the

execution of this rough analysis. Documents which are created with today's text

systems fulfil, for the most part, a minimum amount of formal criteria. This

trend towards standardization makes the possibility of identifying individual

logical objects easier, e.g. receiver or sender as a result of the typical layout of a

letter.

While the structuring level of information in electronic documents often

plays a subordinate role (e.g., E-mail), the layout of paper documents in a

particular document class, such as for example business letters, publications or

forms, is almost characteristic. For the classification and the interpretation of

documents, the formal structure is, therefore, the ideal knowledge source and

basis.

In a sense, we have developed our own data structures for document page

representation /5/, because we believe that documents form a very special class

of images. General data structures and algorithms for arbitrary picture

representation would be inefficient.

To obtain a document classification, we use a hybrid, modular knowledge base.

It is composed of a document layout model and a Statistical Data Base (SDB). The

ANASTASIL system, which have been used for document analysis, is based on a

tree search. The fundamental tree structure represents knowledge at different

layout abstraction levels. The tree is called geometric tree (see Fig. 5).

The nodes of the tree contain hypotheses for different logical objects, like

date or receiver of the letter. Using this knowledge source during analysis,

ANASTASIL generates working hypotheses about the logical meaning of layout

objects in a document, by comparing its individual layout structure with the

nodes in the geometric tree. To verify the hypotheses, a statistical data base

(SDB) is used. It is composed of different packages of rules for the description of

different possible logical objects /5/. During the classification process, the SDB

is used to pinpoint these predicates that help identify different logical objects.

Branching in the tree is directed by different measures of similarity. Thus, we

perform a best-first search, which is a variant of the uniform-cost search,

proposed by Barr and Feigenbaum /18/.

Classification is achieved by inspection of corresponding layout characteristics

of the global document in combination with layout features of possible logical

objects which are compared to those of given layout objects.

As a result of the classification phase, we obtain a document image in which all

important constituents have assigned a logical label. The label indicates a com-

mon logical meaning for one or more layout objects grouped together.
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In KRISYS, the geometric tree is represented by a generalization hierarchy.

Every schema in this hierarchy contains slots corresponding to the labels, they

indicate different logical objects of a document (such as sender, receiver, sub-

ject, date and body in the case of a letter) as well as their respective layout

features within the document. Since a node in the tree is a specialization of its

parent node (superclass), as well as a generalization of its more specialized

children nodes (subclasses), ANASTASIL exploits the inheritance mechanism

provided by KRISYS to support the classification of documents. Therefore, only

these layout features are stored within the slots of a specific subclass which

distinguishes it from its “sibling” classes. Common aspects are stored in the

corresponding superclass. Once layout features of a particular node have been

determined, they are described in corresponding slots automatically inherited

by all children nodes.

Goal-Driven

Best-first Search

FT

D/
B

Figure 6: A Simple Geometric Tree and Principle of Best-First Search.

The document itself is represented as an instance of one terminal node of the

layout hierarchy. Each of the document´s logical objects (e.g., receiver, sender,
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date, etc.) is represented as a slot expressing a different aggregation relation-

ship between the document and the existing text blocks. In other words, several

text blocks have to be aggregated to build the information about one logical

object, as illustrated in Figure 7.

i i i i i i

p p p p p

Layout Objects

document
document

page
text block text line word character

p p p p p

s c
s c s c s c s c

s c

FT

D/
B

sc sc

sc

i

sc-class/subclass-relationships

p-part/subpart-relationships

i-class/instance-relationships

Figure 7: Representation of Logical Objects.

3.5 SUPPORT OF DOCUMENT EVALUATION

Based on the determined layout structure, a semantic analysis of the document

is performed. Every slot representing a logical object possesses a demon (i.e., an

attached procedure) which is automatically triggered if a value (i.e., a corres-

ponding text block) is assigned to it. The purpose of such a demon is to activate

a special package of rules which then will interpret the contents of the text

blocks and establish its “semantical” meaning.

In KRISYS, demons are represented by special schemas in which code for the

respective procedure is stored. The linkage between slots and corresponding

demons is done by storing the name of the schema containing the specified

procedure in a special aspect. If a slot is accessed, KRISYS checks if there is a

demon attached to this slot and activates it by sending a message to the

corresponding schema, demanding the evaluation of its procedure /6/. By not

storing the demon code directly in the aspect of the slot, as is done in many

systems, KRISYS allows many slots to use the same demons without having to

introduce redundancy in the representation. This is particularly important if
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slots representing different positions of the same logical object in the docu-

ments request the activation of the same demon.

The method employed by the interpretation rules is mainly based on a full text

search with key words in connection with morphological analysis. Such rules

take the conceptual meaning of the logical objects into consideration in order to

perform a content-based analysis. They considerably restrict the context of

search to a plausible set of patterns. Thus, the results of the interpretation

process is remarkable. With a relatively simple model, it has been possible to

identify important contents in business documents (particulary letters) such as

client´s name, what is the document about, its date, etc.

Based on the information extracted from the document, another set of rules is

then employed to classify it according to different criteria. In KRISYS, objects

fulfilling common conditions are grouped into sets by means of association

relationships (/9/, /10/). Thus, classification criteria are represented by hie-

rarchies of abstraction concepts of association. Figure 8 shows a letter (docu-

ment Y) which was classified by the system as one of the several documents

received from client X, as being top-secret, and which has to be processed by

Mary until 10th of September.

Client

Small Medium Large Regular Top-secret

kind-of-

document

Processing

deadline

9-109-12

Mary John Peter

Document Y

Client X

..... ..... ..... .....

..... .....
.....

.....

.....

.....

Figure 8: Example of an Association Hierarchy.

Again, the advantage of representing such criteria as association hierarchies is

the built-in reasoning facilities supported by KRISYS (/9/, /10/). In the case of

association, sets possess some properties that describe the characteristics of the

group of their elements as a whole. As such, the set represented by the

documents to be processed by Mary has, for example, properties defining the

average of her processing time, the number of documents to be analysed, etc.

Since such set properties are typically based on characteristics of each indi-

vidual element, conclusions about the values of set properties are automatically

drawn by KRISYS when a new document is connected to a particular set. Based

on this reasoning facility of the association concept, KRISYS can, for example,

keep track of documents to be processed by each person, or generate warnings

if the amount of work is too large to be done until the desired date.
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4 DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

After having described the analysis of documents as well as its representation

using KRISYS, we now want to focus on the management of documents.

The system architecture of KRISYS is divided into three hierarchically

ordered layers which control the stepwise abstraction process and the reali-

zation of the corresponding tasks within each layer (Figure 9). In the previous

section, we have pointed out some features of the knowledge model KOBRA. The

application interface of KRISYS is achieved by the query language KOALA /22/,

which supports flexible and powerful operations for document retrieval and

processing. The goal of the lowest layer is to efficiently cope with storage of the

knowledge structures of KOBRA and its supply to the other layers. At this level,

most of the issues are related to traditional DB problems applied to large KB,

possibly shared by multiple users: storage structures, access techniques,

efficiency, integrity features, transaction support, etc. Therefore, this layer is

realized by a non-standard database system (NDBS) which seems to be quite

advantageous in a KBMS architecture for a number of reasons /23/ and by the

Working-Memory System (WMS).

goal interfaces Application
Programs

Knowledge
Engineer

efficiently coping with
knowledge storage

adequate
knowledge model

adequate
query language

object-abstraction

object-centered

object-supporting

KOALA

KOBRA

Working-Memory System

Knowledge Base

layers

Application

Engineering

Implementation
PRIMA-NDBS

Figure 9: Overall System Architecture of KRISYS

The kernel chosen for KRISYS, named PRIMA (/24/,/25/), offers powerful

mechanisms for managing the KB efficiently; among them are storage techni-

ques for a variety of object sizes, flexible representation and access techniques,

basic integrity features, locking and recovery mechanisms.

From the point of view of higher levels, there is another very important issue

(besides efficient storage management) when working with large KB: to effi-

ciently cope with long execution paths of KB accesses, and time consuming

requests to secondary storage. Thus, the tasks of WMS are to considerably

reduce the path length and secondly to minimize the number of kernel calls

when accessing KB objects. This is achieved by temporarily storing needed

objects in a main-memory structure, called working memory, that offers almost
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direct access at costs comparable to a pointer-like access. The working-memory

is a form of application buffer with very fast access to stored objects. WMS

supports a processing model aiming at high locality of object references, by

drastically reducing the path length when accessing the KB. To reduce the

number of NDBS calls, WMS offers the concept of contexts being a collection of

objects which are needed during a specific processing phase. Based on this

concept, WMS fetches and discards contexts if notified by specific control calls

from the application during changes of processing phases. These calls are then

transformed into set-oriented kernel operations (complex queries) to extract

specified objects from the DB or to discard them from the working memory

/26/.

5 CONCLUSION

We propose an approach towards an integrated document processing and mana-

gement system that has the intention to capture essentially freely structured

documents, like those typically used in the office domain. The ANASTASIL

component is capable to reveal the structure as well as the contents of complex

office documents. Moreover, it facilitates the handling of the containing

information. Analyzed documents are stored in a management system KRISYS

that is connected to several different subsequent services.

The described system is an ideal extension of the human clerk, making his

tasks in infor-mation processing easier. The symbolic representation of the

analysis results allow an easy transformation in a given international standard, for

example, ODA/ODIF or SGML, and to interchange it via global network.

For further use of the results, one can imagine the following szenario:

In larger organisations incoming electronic and printed information is sorted

automatically according to tasks, subjects or receiver. Consequently, it is pos -

sible to send it to the corresponding departments via electronic mail. At the

same time, an intelligent, multimedia filing system administrates all incoming

documents in a document database which constitutes the central part of an

office information system. By using a text or publishing system, it will be

possible to reproduce an individual information from the document database

again on Din_A4 sized screens, or further, to print it in original form, edit or

mail it.
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